Reviewer #1
General comments
The manuscript demonstrates a weekly sea ice drift product at 25 km resolution derived from SAR acquired by Sentinel-1 and Radarsat Constellation Mission (RCM). It is barely a scientific publication as no new methodology is suggested, no geophysical process is studied and as described below, usefulness of the new product is not well justified.

The idea of combining data from Sentinel-1 and RCM is brilliant, but it is very disappointing to read that 60,000 SAR images with resolution down to 20 meters were used to produce only weekly sea ice drift at only 25 km.

Howell et al.
The Reviewer makes some good points which we have addressed. However, the Reviewer has provided comments for their opinion of what the manuscript (and inherently SAR SIM) should be which is very subjective and, therefore, there are many other points we disagree with for which we re-butt accordingly.

Summary of the Major Changes:
1. We recast the manuscript to describe the Environment and Climate Change Canada Automated Sea Ice Tracking System (ECCC-ASITS) which is to provide routine SIM products from S1+RCM for operational needs at ECCC but also the broader scientific community and maritime stakeholders. The focus is on the latter.
2. Generated a new pan-Arctic 6.25 km 3-day S1+RCM SIM product and all datasets have been updated until October 31, 2021.
3. Added validation section that compares vector displacement from S1 and RCM to buoys from the IABP
4. Refined the uncertainty of the S1+RCM SIM products based on the buoy analysis and the time separation of the image pairs for dry and wet ice conditions
5. Provided a 1-to-1 grid cell comparison of NSIDC and OSI-SAF SIM products to S1+RCM

Reviewer #1
SAR imagery is a treasure for sea ice drift retrieval. Figure 6 clearly shows that in 90% of the Arctic a much more useful sub-daily product could have been generated. Table 2 clearly shows that 2,725,437 weekly vectors in the Central Arctic should not be averaged into a single matrix of 100x100 pixels. And with the input resolution of SAR data a product with spatial resolution of just few kilometers could easily be achieved.

Howell et al.
A sub-daily product is very spotty even in the Central Arctic, and that data would only useful for a targeted study (high temporal resolution) which is not what our study is focused on. There are a lot of redundant vectors despite the large number shown in Table 2, and a sub-daily product cannot be generated as easily as this Reviewer would seem to suggest. We have changed the legend of the imagery density Figure 3 (see below) to reflect this and it points out that some regions are very indeed dense and some are not. We also note that even a daily SAR SIM time series is challenging in the vicinity of Nares Strait (e.g. see Moore et al., 2021a). Just because a
lot of imagery is available does imply automatic vector detection will be successful at the sub-
daily scale.

**Figure 3.** Image density per week for a) S1, b) RCM, and c) S1+RCM based on images from March 2020 to October 2021.

However, we do agree we could have pushed the pan-Arctic S1+RCM products more and we have added another product in the processing chain that produces 3-day rolling S1+RCM SIM at 6.25 km (rolling). Examples are shown below but we maintain that given the image density of S1+RCM 3-day is optimal and 7-day is more complete as follows:
Figure 9. The spatial distribution of S1+RCM sea ice motion at 25 km on a) July 1-7, 2020, b) August 5-11, 2020, c) July 7-13, 2021, and d) August 4-10, 2021. Note that the white areas in the figure indicate either zero ice motion for the landfast ice or no ice motion information extracted (because of no SAR data, no ice, or no stable ice features).
Figure 10. The spatial distribution of S1+RCM sea ice motion on March 12-14, 2020. The letters correspond to zoomed in regions on the map. Note that the white areas in the figure indicate either zero ice motion for the landfast ice or no ice motion information extracted (because of no SAR data, no ice, or no stable ice features).

Reviewer #1
With such high frequency and resolution, the new ice drift product would have become useful for studying highly dynamic processes (fault generation, instantaneous reaction to forcing, inertial oscillations), for detection and tracking of linear kinematic features and evolution of deformation, for validation of ice drift in ice models and for assimilation, for backtracking passive microwave observations for comparison with altimetry, etc. The authors took a very unfortunate decision to blend everything and generate a “consistent” product instead. Yes, the new product is “consistent” and yes, it contains few more ice drift vectors in areas with low concentration. But it doesn’t make it more useful than the ice drift product from passive microwave which goes back to 1979. Weekly resolution can be useful for studying sea ice processes at time scales of forty years, but SAR will never achieve that. That’s not the purpose of SAR. Obviously, an engineering decision to produce a “consistent” product took over a scientific rationale.

Howell et al.
This is a subjective comment. The aim of our study is not on highly dynamic sea ice processes as the Reviewer thinks we should have done. We further disagree with this Reviewer’s opinion of the purpose of SAR for SIM studies. For instance, there are other communities and maritime stakeholders that can benefit from newer products and with the availability of SAR imagery from S1 and RCM and new large-scale SIM products based on higher quality datasets are important to produce. These non-scientific interests include (but not limited to): resource extraction and development of infrastructure, fisheries, expedition cruise ships, Indigenous peoples, icebreakers, explorers crossing the ice, ice camp logistics, and search and rescue (SaR). Moreover, in the Canadian Arctic Archipelago S1+RCM SIM fills a major gap because SIM is not resolved by current passive microwave datasets, which has implications for both stakeholder and scientific interests. Finally, even though our dataset time period begins in March 2020, the Arctic is rapidly
changing, and S1+RCM can find utility for recent process studies, so time series creation must be started sooner than later given the current and future availability of SAR.

We articulate this in the Introduction as follows:
With the availability of SAR imagery from S1 and RCM, a new opportunity exists to provide both the operational and scientific communities with larger-scale estimates of SIM from SAR. In addition, with marine activity in the Arctic increasing (e.g. Eguíluz et al., 2016, Dawson et al., 2018), a wide-range of maritime stakeholders could benefit from access to large-scale SAR SIM for safety, planning and situational awareness (Wagner et al., 2020).

**Reviewer #1**
The formulation of uncertainty seems artificial and is not justified either. For example, why would uncertainty increase if the range of cross-correlation coefficients \((c_{\text{max}} - c)\) increases? Imagine two cells with all high \(c\) in one cell and all low \(c\) in another cell. The range \((c_{\text{max}} - c)\) is equal in both cells and sigmaSIM is also equal. But on the contrary, since crosscorrelation coefficient represent vector quality (Page 18, line 401), I would imagine that the cell with low cross-correlation coefficients have higher uncertainty. The same skepticism can be applied to other components of the score alpha. The expected impact of tSAR on uncertainty is not clear, whereas with more vectors the uncertainty should increase and not the opposite.

**Howell et al.**
The Reviewer makes a fair point about uncertainty. We have chosen to revise this approach and just present the average cross-correlation for the grid cell together with a separate formulation of uncertainty based on comparison with buoys. Therefore, the average cross-correlation coefficient, number of vectors, and image coverage for each grid cell are all provided as part of the product, so a user could further assess the quality of the SIM vector in a given grid cell. The revised section as follows:

Based on the comparison we developed two uncertainty estimates for dry and wet sea ice conditions as follows:

In order to estimate the SIM uncertainty from the ECCC’s automated SIM tracking algorithm, we compared SIM displacement vectors from S1 and RCM to buoy positions from IABP during winter and summer time periods. For all S1 and RCM displacement vectors (derived from image pairs), the closest buoy trajectory was co-located to the start of each displacement vector position. The distance between the starting point of a given SAR ice motion tracking vector and the starting point of the corresponding buoy trajectory did not exceed 3 km. Fig. 14 summarizes the comparison results for dry winter conditions (April 2020 and 2021) and during the melt season (August 2020 and 2021). The ECCC automated SIM tracking algorithm performs very well during winter conditions with a root mean square error (RMSE) of 2.78 km and a mean difference (MD) of 0.40 km. The RMSE is higher than the value reported by Komarov and Barber (2014) likely because more image pairs over a larger geographical area were used in this comparison as well as the spatial resolution was lower. Performance slightly decreases during the summer with a lower number of vectors detected and an RMSE of 3.43 km.
Figure 14. Comparison between ice motion vectors derived by the Komarov and Barber (2014) automated sea ice tracking algorithm from S1 and RCM SAR images and buoy data.

Taking into consideration the difference between the winter and the summer, we assign two uncertainties to the S1+RCM SIM products for dry and wet conditions as follows. Consider a grid cell containing a set of $N$ sea ice velocity vectors $\vec{V}_i$, where $i = 1, 2, ..., N$. Ice speed for this each vector has the following uncertainty associated with the SIM tracking algorithm deriving the ice motion vector from two consecutive images:

$$\Delta V_i = \frac{s_o}{\Delta t_i},$$

where $\Delta t_i$ is the time interval (in days) separating two SAR images used to derive the considered ice velocity vector $\vec{V}_i$. In (1) $s_o$ is the uncertainty in sea ice displacement (not speed) for dry ice conditions (2.78 km) or wet ice conditions (3.43 km). Note that $s_o$ must be divided by $\Delta t_i$ to come up with the ice velocity uncertainty. The average uncertainty for dry ($s_o = 2.78$ km) and wet ($s_o = 3.43$ km) ice conditions in each grid cell (N) is then determined using the following equation:

$$\sigma_{SIM} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \Delta V_i$$

(2)
Fig. 15 shows some an example of the spatial distribution of both dry and wet uncertainty estimates indicating higher estimates for the later. We acknowledge that it is difficult to quantify the impact of SAR image pair availability over 7-days together with automatic SIM vector detection under certain environmental conditions. The number of S1+RCM SIM vectors used in the grid cell generation can subsequently be used to account for this whereby, more confidence (less uncertainty) in SIM can be associated with a larger number of vectors. Moreover, S1+RCM image density increases with latitude (Fig. 3) indicating that more consistent coverage is available over the Central Arctic which, is also beneficial during the melt season when automated SIM tracking algorithms have more difficulty. However, SAR image pair coverage could be exceptional over the 7-day time window, yet environment conditions (e.g. melt ponds, low ice concentration, marginal ice zone, etc.) could still make automatic SIM vector detection difficult resulting in a low number of SIM vectors in the grid cell. The problem of image coverage is less of a concern for the 3-day product given the average image separation is ~2-days. Given the difficulty in quantifying SAR image pair coverage on S1+RCM SIM uncertainty, we now compare S1+RCM SIM to existing products with different temporal resolutions that provides additional quantitative confidence metrics to assess the quality of the S1+RCM SIM estimates.

Reviewer #1
Combination of vectors instead of combination imagery from Sentinel-1 and RSN is not well justified either. The explanations regarding timeliness of S1 and RSN data arrival to the datacenter could hold for an operational product. But the presented product is not operational neither by definition (it is a weekly average), nor de facto – it is produced for 2020. Combination
of SAR images from S1 and RCM into one stack would have at least doubled the number of image pairs for ice drift retrieval and allowed even higher frequency/density of vectors.

In my opinion the manuscript cannot be published in The Cryosphere without thorough analysis of the drawbacks of low resolution and the absence of combination of S1 and RCN imagery. Proper formulation and justification of the uncertainty should also be added.

**Howell et al.**

Our initial submission was not cast appropriately for what it is and this seems to have resulted in this Reviewer’s comment being targeted to an analysis of a smaller image regions with high temporal resolution. Accordingly, mixing S1 and RCM are just not applicable in the system that routinely processes 100’s of SAR images per day nor will it significantly improve spatial coverage. It may improve temporal resolution, but small scale processes are not the focus of this study. In addition, the product is not operational, but the system feeds operations and in order to do that routinely (efficiently) the streams have to be considered separately. A rolling 7-day product is sent the Canadian Ice Service (CIS) daily to help the ice forecasters with ice chart analysis. A weekly average product, generated routinely is in fact useful for operational ice forecasters in constructing weekly ice charts. These items are now clearly presented in the manuscript as follows:

The ECCC-ASITS facilitates the routine generation of S1+RCM SIM products; however, it should be noted the system has roots (i.e. built-up) in previous studies (e.g. Howell and Brady, 2019; Moore et al., 2021a; Moore et al., 2021b). While the primary system methodology described here is for larger-scale SIM generation, it is not strictly limited for this application and can (has) been modified to accommodate specific research or operational objectives.

The generalized processing chain for generating large-scale S1+RCM SIM using ECCC-ASTIS is illustrated in Fig. 2. The approach processes the S1 and RCM image streams separately and then combines the outputs into a S1+RCM SIM product. This parallel approach was chosen for several reasons. First, mixing S1 and RCM mainly fills in the spatial gaps in S1 coverage as RCM coverage is more widely spread across the Arctic and covering Bering Sea, Laptev Sea, Davis Strait, Southern Beaufort Sea and even the North Pole thus filling a gap typically associated with the majority of satellite sensors (Fig. 3). An example of the ability of RCM to almost completely cover the North Pole on a single day is shown in Fig. 4. However, we note that the temporal resolution of SIM could be improved by mixing S1 and RCM, but this would be restricted to only certain regions of the Arctic. Second, SAR imagery is received by ECCC from S1 and RCM in close to near-real time and in order to “keep-up” with the 100’s of images coming in per day and routinely generate products every day, the processing system is run every hour given computational load on automated SIM detection. Fig 5. Illustrates the amount of S1 and RCM SAR imagery that was processed over a 7-day time period in March 2020 which amounted to over 1132 SAR images or ~160 images per day. Finally, the different orbit characteristics of the satellites which contribute to differences in terms of when images are acquired compared to when they are received by ECCC. For example, if an S1 image acquired at 1300h UTC is transferred to our system sooner than an RCM image that was acquired at 1100h UTC then the RCM image would be missed. We note that S1A and S1B are freely mixed in the Sentinel processing chain as well as RCM1, RCM2 and RCM3 are mixed in the RCM processing chain.
**Figure 5.** Spatial distribution of S1 and RCM SAR images from March 11-17, 2020.

**Reviewer #1**
Specific comments
Section 3.2
Lines 114 - 118
The reasoning for not mixing S1 and RCN imagery is weak and is not applicable here. The presented SIM product is not operational, and its production should not depend on arrival time of data. Ideally the processing chain should be changed to perform only individual preprocessing of S1 and RCN data in parallel branches and do the rest of processing in one stack of images. If that is not feasible, the impact of not combining imagery in a single stack should be clearly presented in the results and discussed. How many pairs of images is produced per week individually from S1 and RCN? How many pairs could have been produced if S1 and RCN data were stacked together? How much the resolution of the end product could have been enhanced? How was that computed?

**Howell et al.**
We would agree with the broad strokes in Reviewer #1’s hypothetical scenario but it is not currently possible to implement this workflow in an automated fashion with the available computing infrastructure. As the Reviewer notes, this is not yet an operational product but it does feeds into operations at ECCC and thus we continue to identify pathways to best-address the automated approach for generating SIM. As also noted, mixing of S1 and RCM is likely best for targeted temporal resolution studies not large-scale products of SIM. We will continue to explore developing these high temporal resolution products that would involve mixing multi-
constellation C-band SAR datasets in a future product while also operating within the bounds of available computing infrastructure.

**Reviewer #1**
Lines 175 – 180
What is a “consistent” product? This word has many meanings and should be well explained in the current scope. What is the advantage of having “consistent” product? What are the tradeoffs for generating a “consistent” product vs. a useful product? The following statistical analysis is needed for justifying “consistency”: relation between decrease in coverage and increase in frequency and resolution. For example, how much can we reduce temporal averaging step and spatial resolution to keep 90% of the Arctic covered by sufficient number of vectors in each cell?

**Howell et al.**
The term “useful” is subjective. We have addressed this in a previous response.

**Reviewer #1**
Line 185
What is the impact of the threshold of 75 km/day? Where does it come from? Does it mean that vectors with 70 km/day are realistic? How many vectors are rejected? What is the impact of changing the threshold on overall accuracy and number of vectors?

**Howell et al.**
We feel this is already clear. Sometimes there is one or two really fast vectors (clearly wrong) detected on the images. Buoy comparison also showed that 60 km/day was the maximum detected so 75 km/day is just removing erroneous vectors.

**Reviewer #1**
Line 187
Why “median” is used for averaging? What is the statistical basis? Is it a normal distribution of ice motion within each cell? Should normalization be applied before averaging, so that mean can be calculated instead of median?

**Howell et al.**
Changed to mean.

**Reviewer #1**
Section 3.3
Line 219 and Lines 229 – 234
Why is the fixed uncertainty used for both satellites? First, it was shown (Holland et al., 2011; Komarov and Barber, 2014; Korosov and Rampal, 2017) that uncertainty varies from sensor to sensor. Second, the uncertainty is higher for lower cross-correlations.

What are numerical and statistical justifications for the selected formulation of the uncertainty score? Uncertainty is a valuable parameter used, for example, for model evaluation and for assimilation. It should be realistic and reflect the actual spread of drift vectors within a cell. Authors possess vast observations of drift vectors and their RMSE within each cell. And RMSE
within a cell is actually a measure of uncertainty. A statistical analysis of the relationship between the proposed formulation of uncertainty and the actual RMSE should be performed. Such analysis should clearly show impact of each component of the score: c, tau, n.

**Howell et al.**
This is a reasonable point. The spread of the vectors within a given cell is not a good indicator of uncertainty, as for example we can get just a few similar vectors in summer (leading to an unrealistically small uncertainty). So, in our uncertainty formulation we do not consider the spread of the vectors, but we provide additional information on the average correlation coefficient, number of vectors, and image coverage for a given grid cell. We have addressed this at length in a previous response.

**Reviewer #1**
Section 4.
Table 2.
The purpose of the table is not clear without some extra information. For example, it can help presenting the impact of changed resolution and frequency. The following columns should be present in the table to make it useful:
• Region
• Area
• Number of vectors per week (or per day)
• Number of pixels in the final product containing valid vectors at the following combinations:
  o 7 days, 25 km
  o 3 days, 12.5 km
  o 1 day, 6.25 km

It will hopefully show that even at the highest resolution the number of valid pixels is not dramatically small.

**Howell et al.**
We agree that this Table is not useful and it has been removed.

**Reviewer #1**
Figure 9.
• The vectors are not visible neither in the digital, not in the printed versions of the manuscript. Fewer vectors per inch should be shown and the figures should be rasterized with much higher resolution (at least 300 dpi).
• An example of ice drift in summer and in a shoulder-seasons should be presented. These seasons are especially challenging for ice motion retrieval from SAR.
• A line showing ice edge should be plotted to compare with the extent of the ice drift product.
Figure 10.
• Vectors are not visible here either.
• What is the source of patchiness in the drift map? Is it the discrete color scale that enhances gradients? Or is it because various patches were obtained from different image pairs and
different sensors? Or is it natural? An explanation and a proof are needed, for example as an extra map showing source of data for each vector by color.

**Howell et al.**
The original Figures were at 500 dpi. It must be the conversion software. Nevertheless, we have revised the Figures to make them easier to display. The vectors are already clipped to the ice edge as determined by NIC ice charts so there is no need to show it. Patchiness is a result of SIM heterogeneity that is typically not well-represented (almost smoothed) with PM observations.

**Reviewer #1**
Section 4.2
Line 326
Due to the ambiguous nature of the alpha score in the uncertainty formulation it is impossible to associate high and low values of sigma_SIM with seasonal variations of sea ice physical characteristics. It could also be due to large range of cross-correlation coefficients, fewer image pairs, uneven distribution of images within a week. Since explicit interpretation of sigma_SIM is impossible the usefulness of the baseline values is not apparent either. As suggested above, the calculated uncertainty should be first related to the observed RMSE of vectors before its values can be interpreted.

Figure 14.
The maps with uncertainty look very heterogeneous and for the reasons mentioned above represent rather availability of data than actual uncertainty of the ice drift product. For example, one could expect overall higher uncertainty in summer and shoulder seasons (b and c) than in winter, but the range of values is equal to winter months. The uncertainty formulation should be revised to better reflect the actual spread of drift vectors within a cell.

**Howell et al.**
These are reasonable points. We have addressed uncertainty in a previous response.

**Reviewer #1**
Section 4.3
Line 356, 357
What is the purpose of averaging ice drift over a region prior to inter-comparison with OSISAF and NSIDC? Thousands of vectors are already averaged in a grid cell, so that spatio-temporal resolution of the tested and the reference products is matching. The intercomparison should therefore be performed on a cell-by-cell basis to better reflect the properties of the product on the resolution as close to the nominal resolution as possible.

**Howell et al.**
This is a good point and we have revised and provided a grid-cell to grid-cell comparison as follows:

To facilitate a representative 1-to-1 grid cell comparison between S1+RCM SIM and both the NSIDC and OSI-SAF SIM products, the spatial and temporal resolution of the S1+RCM were matched with the NSIDC and OSI-SAF SIM products from March to December 2020. For OSI-SAF, S1+RCM was generated with a 2-day at 62.5 km and for NSIDC, S1+RCM was generated
with 7-day temporal resolution and 25 km spatial resolution. For each product’s temporal resolution (i.e., 7-day for NSIDC and 2-day for OSI-SAF), all the S1+RCM SIM vectors within each product’s grid cells (i.e., 25 km for NSIDC and 62.5 km for OSI-SAF) were averaged. This resulted in 455,905 grid cells for the S1+RCM and NSIDC comparison and 376,386 grid cells for the S1+RCM and OSI-SAF comparison. More samples were available from NSIDC because of its higher spatial resolution.

Scatterplots of the u and v vectors components of SIM for S1+RCM versus NSIDC and OSI-SAF are shown in Fig. 16 and 17, respectively. Both existing SIM products are in good agreement with S1+RCM with correlation coefficients for u and v of 0.75 and 0.78, respectively for the NSIDC and 0.84 and 0.85, respectively for OSI-SAF providing confidence in the SAR coverage for the 7-day and 3-day S1+RCM products. The RMSE is higher for the NSIDC (u=4.6 km/day and v=4.7 km/day) compared to OSI-SAF (u=3.9 km/day and v=3.9 km/day) and we note the better agreement between S1+RCM and OSI-SAF is likely because the temporal resolution more closely matches the average overlap between SAR images (i.e., ~2 days). However, the overall larger speed associated with S1+RCM is most likely the result of higher spatial resolution compared to lower resolution satellite data used in NSIDC and OSI-SAF as faster speeds are more difficult to track at lower spatial resolution because of temporal decorrelation. Kwok et al. (1998) also noted this problem when comparing SIM from passive microwave with SAR and found it also applies to regions of low ice concentration. Figs. 16 and 17 also illustrate that users of either the NSIDC or OSI-SAF SIM products for process studies are underestimating SIM.

Figure 16. Scatterplots of S1+RCM sea ice motion versus National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC) SIM for a) u and b) v vector components. Also shown is the number of samples (n), Pearson’s correlation coefficient (R), root-mean square error (RMSE), and the mean difference (MD).
**Figure 17.** Scatterplots of S1+RCM sea ice motion versus Ocean and Sea Ice-Satellite Application Facility (OSI-SAF) SIM for a) u and b) v vector components. Also shown is the number of samples (n), Pearson’s correlation coefficient (R), root-mean square error (RMSE), and the mean difference (MD).

**Reviewer #1**

Figure 16.

In addition to drift speed, comparison of drift direction should also be performed to form a complete picture of difference between the three products. It would also be desirable to plot a map of difference averaged, for example, over seasons.

**Howell et al.**

Since we compared both u and v components of ice motion, drift direction is taken into account in our comparison.

**Reviewer #1**

Technical corrections
L20: OSI-SAF
L54: The word “perhaps” seems to need commas around
L54: “… combining of SAR imagery …” can be misinterpreted by a reader with a meaning “Images from S1 were combined with images from RCN to provide SIM vectors”. Rephrasing of the sentence is needed which clearly states that drift vectors from S1 and RCN were combined, and not imagery.
L141: What is “vertical scalability”? Some brief explanations (+ a reference) are needed.
L281: “3-day temporal resolution” contradicts the caption on Figure 12: “sea ice motion on August 12 – 18, 2020”. Which is correct?
L312: The sentence “For all cases, …” needs to be rephrased. Probably: “For all cases, low sigma_SIM values are typically found in the centra Arctic with gradual increase outwards…”
L324: “significant portion of marginal ice zone

Howell et al.
Changed.